
“In a time of deceit, telling the truth is a
revolutionary act. – George Orwell”

Class Action Vaccine Injuries
FAQ's

 
What is the action?

This is a class action for compensation for covid vaccine injured patients. The action will argue the TGA/
John Skerritt and others are responsible for compensation for injuries due to failures in regulating

(approving and monitoring) the covid vaccines.
Is there any cost to join? 

No. This action has been started by a doctor, who has engaged a barrister and is self funding the legal costs
in order to get the case filed in the Federal Court of Australia. Patients have been financially devastated by
their injuries and this is making it difficult to take their own legal action so this doctor has given hundreds
of hours of time to prepare the evidence and is prepared to risk everything in order to file a successful case
for all patients. As the case progresses it is expected others will also want to financially support this case. 

Who is eligible to join?
Anyone who has been injured or has lost a loved one is eligible to join the class action. There is no

requirement to prove the injury or death was caused by the vaccine, only that the injury or death occurred
after the date of vaccination. The injury may be an escalation of a previously known illness or autoimmune

condition. In Australia class actions are ''Opt out" so people can withdraw at any time.
It is not an issue if patients have already lodged a Government compensation scheme claim.

You have decided you want to join. What’s the next step? 
Email admin@nomoresilenceau.com if you are willing to put your name to the action. Please send your

basic details - name, state/ city you live in, best contact number and a brief description of what has
happened to you. This email account is monitored only by the doctor who is preparing the case, and will be

shared only with the barrister/ legal team for the purposes of the class action.
If the case succeeds who will benefit?

All patients with injuries in Australia would receive compensation if, God willing, this action succeeds. The
persons who have joined and are named in the class action generally receive additional compensation as

determined by the courts. 
All the compensation will go to the injured/deceased family. There is no litigant funder or any other person

(not the doctor/barrister/lawyers or anyone) who will receive any percentage of the compensation. 
How is this case different to other cases?

This case is not a judicial review, it is a Common Law compensation claim. We believe no one in Australia
has filed a case like this yet. We have many national and international experts who are interested in

providing expert evidence on the points the case will argue. Other cases in Australia have been Judicial
Review's, which review the decisions made by those in authority. Legally the Public Health Act and other

legislation makes these decisions legal.
What happens if the case loses?

This means that the same class action, against the same persons, cannot be filed again. It doesn’t stop any
patient from taking further action against any other party, such as their vaccine provider, their employer,

the state premiers/ chief health officers and others. 
How can I help?

Please share this information with people you know who have suffered vaccine injuries and encourage them
to contact admin@nomoresilenceau.com to add their name to the class action or get more information. If

you are in a position to help financially, please consider donating and sharing the link for the legal fees
fundraiser: 

 
https://www.mightycause.com/story/Q55zgf\
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